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PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF A WEAKLY NONLINEAR HYPERBOLIC 
EQUATION IN E2 AND E3 
VACLAV VI'TEK 
(Received March 30, 1973) 
1. Introduction. For n = 2 and 3 I investigate the classical solutions of the equation 
with constant coefficients 
(l.l ( l°) D„w + 2aut + 2(B, \/nu) + cu = h(t, x) + sf(t, x, u, s) . 
The initial conditions are 
(1.2(B)) w(0, X) = p(x) , ut(0, x) = q(x) , x e En . 
In (1.1(">) 
D„ = d2\dt2 - d2\dx{ - d2\dx22 - ... - d
2\dx2n, 
X7n = (Sjdxl9 d\dx2, ..., d\dxn) , 
B =(bub2,...,bn), 
X = (xi, x2, ..., XnJ . 
e is a small parameter, t e E± = <0, + oo>. 
The study of (l.l(,, ))-type equations was initiated in [2] by F. A. Ficken and 
B. A. Fleishman. In [3] J. Havlova studied ( l . l ( 1 ) ) with a more general right-hand 
side, viz. that of f(t, x, u, ux, ut, s). 
2. Preliminaries. Denote for n = 2 En+1 = E± x En, co
2 = |[B||2 -\- c — a2 = 
= b\ + b2 + . . . + b2 + c - a2, 
V(||B | |2 + c - a2) co2 = 0 , 
(2.1) co = , „ „ if 
V ^ iV(«2 - l^ll2-^) co2 <0 
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æ2 < 0 
X = 
a 
a — Q 
Ü)2 > 0 . 
i f , 
co2 < 0 
Q = |a)|, i.e., 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Throughout the paper we assume 
(2.4) X > 0 . 
Let us note that this condition is equivalent to a > 0, ||B||2 + c > 0 in the case 
of co2 < 0. 
Further we denote 
(2.5) r2(T,t;t9x) = (t-x)
2-lx-t\\29 
r20 = F
2(0, t; £, x) . 
The facility of multiindex notation is used: 
Dj = D) = 3/dx, , Dx = D*
1!)? .. . A,n > |a| = a t + a2 + ... + an 
with at- non-negative integers. 
If k = 2 is an integer we denote by C
k(En
¥
+l) or briefly C
k the Banach space of real 
functions v(t, x) having continuous and bounded on E*+l partial derivatives D*v, 
Dpxvt9 vtt9 \fi\ < |a| = k. Setting 
(2.6) |||v|||M = sup{|D :v( t ,x) | , \Dxvt(t9x)\9 \vtt(t9x)\; \p\ < |a| = k} , 
xeEn 
we define the norm in Ck by 
(2.7) supj||v | | |M = ||v||c»c. 
Further let us put 
(2.8) ||v | |M = s u p { | D X t , x ) | ; | a | = k} . 
* e £ n 
In (1A(M)), (1.2(B)) we introduce the variables 
(2.9) u = w . exp { -a t + (B, x)} , 
We get 






w(0, x) = ę(x) , vvř(0, x) = ф(x) 
Onv + 2avt + (æ
2 + a) v = ő(t, x) + s g(t, x, v, s) , 
v(0, x) = cp(x) , vt(0, x) = (ф - aq>) (x) 
ő(t, x) = e-(B>x) . li(t, x) , 
g(t, x, v, s) = ft(t, x, w, г) = e~






. (q + ap) (x) 
We shall assume 
(G(k'n). 1): For an arbitrary R ^ 0 there exists a positive constant A(R) such that 
for (t, x, v, s) e E„+l x < —R, K> x < — s0, sQ} the partial derivatives 
DaxDig(t,x,v,s), \oc\+j^k 
are continuous and bounded: 
\DaDJvg(t,x,v,s)\ SA(R); 
(G(k'n).2): For an arbitrary K^O the partial derivatives DaxD
j
0g(t, x,v, e), 
\a\ + j — k satisfy the Lipschitz condition in v with B(R) as the Lipschitz constant; 
(G(k'n) . 3): Dx S(t, x), |a| g k are continuous and bounded on E„ + i; 
(G(n) . 4): The functions (p(x) and ij/(x) possess continuous and bounded on En 
partial derivatives up to the orders [ti/2] + 2 and [n/2] + 1, respectively. 
Specializing to the case n = 2, (2A0 ( 2 )) is equivalent to an integral equation 
(cf. [1]; Dt = djdt) 
(2A3) w(t, x, y) = (27i)_1 f j ch iojF . F_1 . eat . [5(r, & r]) + 
JJJG 
+ sfx(x, i, n, W(T, £, n), ^)] d£ d^ dr + 
+ (2г ch irøГ0 . Г 0 ' . iД(̂ , rç) d í drç + 
+ (гтt)"
1 D,( ľ ch /шГ0 . Г 0 ' . <p(£, rç) d£ di/) 
G denotes the interior of the cone F > 0, 0 < T < t with B as the basis. The equi-
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valence of (2.10(2)) to (2.13) is meant in the sense that every solution of (2.10(2)) 
solves (2.13) and vice versa. (Cf. [1].) 
Introducing polar coordinates r, v in (2.13) 
(l.\ 4) £ = x + Or . cos v , y = y + Or . sin v 
0 _ v < 2n , O = t — T or t , 
we get with regard to (2.9) 
(2.15) i{í, x, v) = (2Я) ' 1 
Ч r>2ж 
0 J 0 ., 
c h ( i c o . ( t - т ) V ( l ~ г 2 ) ) . ( l - r 2 ) - 1 ' 2 
Є-в(f-t) ^ _ ^ ^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ _ TЧ ^ C О S ^ y ^ ^ _ ^ ^ g J ^ ^ ^ 
+ e ø(т, x + (t — т) r . cos v, y + (t — т) r . sin v, v(т, X + 
+ (t — т) r . cos , y + (t — т) r . sin ), 8)] . r dr dv dт + 
+ (27T)-1 te~at í Я í ch iшt V(l - r 2 ) . (1 - r2yí/2 . ((// + aę) . 
Jo Jo 
. (x + tr . cos v, y + tr . sin v) . r âr áv + 
2 4 - 1 / 2 + (27I)-1 Dt(te~
at ch /cDt 7(1 - r2) . (\ - r 
\ Jo Jo 
. (p(x + tr . cos v, y + tr . sin v) . r dr dv J . 
In the case n = 3 the analogue of (2.15) is (cf. [ l ]) 
(2.16) v(u X) = \*e~at(t - T ) - 1 Dt ( P V J0(coF) . Q(S + 8 «(v)) (T, X, r) d A . 
. dT + e~at . r l .Dtf\ r
2 Jo(coFo) Qty + «</>) (K, r) dr j + 
+ D, e ^ . Г 1 .D, r2J0(wГ0)Q(ę)(X,r)dr 
x + r . sin # . cos , y + 
where X = [x, y, z], 
(2.17) Q(5 + £ a(p))( t ,X, r) = (4K)-
1 f " f* e" . [S(r, 
jo jo 
+ r . sin # . sin v, z + r . cos 9) + e g(r, x + r . sin $ . cos v, y + 
+ r . sin $ . sin v, z + r . cos $, V(T, X + r . sin i9 . cos v, y + 
+ r . sin # . sin v, z + r . cos 8), ej] . sin # d.9 dv , 
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Qiji) (X, r) = (4;r)- * f f /i(r, 9, v) . sin I) d!) dv , 
Jo Jo 
//(r, 3, v) = D(x + r . sin 8- . cos v, y + r . sin .9 . sin v, z + r . cos 3) . 
In what follows we make use of the standard contraction mapping principle: 
Let v -» V(v) be a mapping of a Banach space X into itself such that (i) llvll ^ R, 
R ^ 0 implies ||V(f)|| ^ R; (ii) there exists a real number #, 0 < 0 < 1 such that 
S_ 0 . Hv! — v2|| is valid. Then 
v|| < R. 
for ||v,||, |jv2|| <; R the inequality ||V(^,) — V(v2) 
there exists a unique v e X such that v = V(v) and 
For the p r o o f cf. e.g. [4]. 
3. n = 2. The starting point is the equation (2+5). We introduce special ad hoc 
integral operators similarly as in [2]. For s(t, x, y) e C3(E^) put 
(3.1) H2(,)(т,t,x,y) = ( 2 я ) - Ҷ t - т ) . 
-a(t-x) x + (t - т) r . 
. cos v, y + (t — T) r . sin v) . ch ia>(t — T) .7(1 — r2) . 
.(I - r2)-112 rdráv, 
M2(s) (t, x, y) = H2(s) (т, t, x, y) dт , 
W2(XIJ) (t, x, y) = H2(s) (0, t, x, y), i/.(c, ti) = s(0, & ;?), 
<£2(<p) (', x, y) = (DtV2 + a f 2 ) (9) (t, x, y) . 
Then (2.15) may be written as 
(3.2) v(t, x, y) = (a M2(</(v)) + Af2(5) + <P2(q>) + !P2ty)) (f, x, y) = 
= V2(y) (g> <*, <P> *A) (f, *, y) . 
To this equation we apply the contraction mapping principle. We choose X = 
- C2(EJ) and 
||t,|| = ||y | |c2 = sup {\D\
lD*2
2 v(t, x, y)\, IDf'D^2 vt(t, x, y)|, 
(t,x.y)eE3
 + 
\v„(t,x,y)\;\p\ < | a | < 2} . 
Using the inequalities 
(3.3a) ch (ico(t-t) .7(1 - r2)) = ch ( - G(f-T) 7(1 - r2)) = ch ( Q ( / - T ) .7(1 - r2)) £ 
< exp (Q(t - T) 7(1 - r2)) ^ exp (Q(f - T)) , 
|sh (Q(t - T) 7 (1 - r2j)\ g exp (Q(t - T)) 
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for the case co2 < 0, 
(3.3b) |ch (io>(t - T) V(l - r2))\ = |ch (iQ(t - T) V(l - r2))\ = 
= |cos (Q(t - T) V(l - r2))\ g 1 , 
| s i n ( 0 ( f - T ) V ( l - ' - 2 ) ) | ^ l 
for the case co2 ^ 0 and the identity 
Í 
1 /<1 - r2Y1/2dr = 1 
0 
we get 
(3.4) \H2(s)(r,t,x,y)\^\\s\\0,.(t-r).e-^\ ' 
I.D- H2(s) (T, t, x, y)\ = \Hz(D*s) (T, t, x, y)\ ^ 
S \\D«s\\0,t .(t-r). e-«<-<> rg | |5 | | 2 > t . (t - T) . «,-«-'> , |«| ^ 2 . 
(The symbol Dx denotes D^D",1.) Differentiating with respect to tin (3 A) we get 
(3.5) |D"0, H2(s) (T, t, x, y)\ = \D, H ^ S ) (T, t, x, y)\ g 
g | | . D ' s | | l i t . e -
A < - t > . P 1 . 1 ( . - T ) ^ 
^ | | S | | 2 > t . e - ^ - ) . P . . 1 ( t - t ) > | / J | g l . 
Here Pi,i(C) denote a polynomial of the first degree with non-negatiNe coefficients. 
Similar estimates hold for D2 H2(s) and D] H2(S). 
From (3.4 — 5) it results 
(3.6) \M2(s) (t, x, y)\ ^ f \H2(s) (T, t, x, y)| dT ^ 
^ f | | s | | 0 s r . e -
A ( r - T ) . ( t - T ) d T ^ | | s | | 0 . m 0 , 
where 
m0 - sup (;r
2 - ;r2(1 + At) e~kt) > o. 
Similarly for DpDt M2(s) and D
2 M2(s). Finally, we thus obtain 
(3-7) ||M2(s)||c2 ^ m . | | s | | 2 , 
m being a positive constant. For W2 and # 2 we have 
(3-8) \\T(iP)\\c2SK.m2, 
(3-9) | |*2«»lc- = ^ • |<p||3 • 
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These estimates used in (3.2) give 
(3.10) ||V2(v) (g, S, cp, xj,)\\c2 g |e| . m||a(v)||2 + m||<S||2 + L\\cp\\3 + K||i/>||2 g 
S |e| m Aii(K) + wi||5||2 + -t-||^||3 +
 K\^\2 • 
In the last inequality the estimate ||g(^)||2 = ^ i ( ^ ) has been used based on the 
(G ( 2 ' 2 ) . 1) assumption; AX(R) = A(R) . (1 + 3R + R
2). Proceeding further we have 
(3.11) ||V2(v!) (g, 5, cp, i//) - V2(v2) (g, S, cp, \ji)\C2 ^ |e| m\g(vx) - g(v2)||2 . 
With the aid of (G ( 2 '2 ) . 1, 2) we get first of all 
(3-12) \g(vx) - g(v2)||2,, S E(R) . Jllv, - v2||j2,f 
with 
(3.13) E(R) = B(R) (1 + 3R + R2) + A(R) (3 + 2R) . 
Taking the supremum over t ^ 0 and inserting the result into (3.11) we have 
(3.14) \V2(vx) (g, S, cp, ijf) - V2(v2) (g, 3, cp, i/,)\c2 S \e\ m E(R) \VX - v2||c2. 
If we now choose the numbers R, sl9 e from the conditions (e0 > 0 given) 
(3.15) R > m\\S\\2 + L\cp\\3 + K\\\l/\\2 , 0 < £i < min (e0, (m E(R))"
1), 
|a| S min(e 1 , (R - m\\8\2 - L||^||3 - K||^||2) (m A^R))"
1) 
then from (3A0) and (3.14) we see that the (i) and (ii) assumptions of the Contraction 
lemma are fulfilled. Hence we conclude 
Theorem 1. (Existence and uniqueness of the solution.) Let the functions g, 6 
defined in (2.12) satisfy (G (2 '2) . 1-3). Let cp and \J/ satisfy (G(2) . 4). Assume 
further (3.15). Then the Cauchy problem (1A(2)), (l.2(2)) has exactly one solution 
u = u(t, x, y) e C2(F3
+), He-61*-*2' . w | |c2 = R. 
Remark . Later on we shall need the following modification of Theorem 1. Assume 
that g, S satisfy (G ( 3 ' 2 ) . 1-3). Assume cp = \j/ = 0. Let 
(3.16) R > m\\S\\3 , 
0 < s[ < min (e0, (m F^K))
-1) , 
|e| ?g ^2 = min (e[, (R — m||<5||3)/ m A2(R)) , 
where 
A2(R) = A(R) . (1 + 7K + 6K
2 + K3) , Et(R) = A(R) (1 + 12R + 3K
2) + 
+ B(R) (1 + 7K + 6K2 + K3) . 
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Then the Cauchy problem (1A(2)) with zero initial conditions has exactly one solution 
uGC3(E3
+), \\e~blX-b2y .u\\c3 ^ R. 
The proof closely follows the ideas developed in the proof of Theorem 1 and 
is therefore omitted. 
Theorem 2. (Continuous dependence of the solution on the initial conditions 
and on the right-hand side.) Let R ^ 0 and (3A5) hold. Let the functions vr(t, x, y), 
||vr||C2 ^ R (r = 1,2, ...) satisfy the equation 
(3.17) vr = V2(vr)(g,8r,(Pr,^r). 
Suppose that there exist functions S, cp, \J/ such that 
(3.18) | | g r - a | 2 - * 0 , \\<pr- q>\\3->0, l ^ - ^ l a - O 
when r —> +oo. Then there exists a function v(t, x, y) which is the solution of (3.2) 
such that ||vr — v||C2 -> 0 for r —> +oo. 
Proof. From (3.17), (3.7)-(3.9) and (3.12) we get 
\\vr ~ vr\c2 g |e| . mE(R) ||vr - vr,||c2 + m\\8r - 5r\c2 + L\\cpr - <pr\3 + 
+ K||*Ar - I/V||2 
or 
(1 - |e| . m E(R)) . \\vr - i?r,||c- S m\\Sr - Sr\2 + L\\<pr - <JOP,|3 + 
+ K|lr>r - ^r'|U -
Now 1 — |s| m L(K) is positive by the assumption and the right-hand side tends 
to zero because of (3A8). Therefore {vr}r
xL1 is a Cauchy sequence in C
2 and there 
exists a function v(t, x, y), the C2-limit of {vr}r
xLu 
(3-19) | | v r - v | | c 2 - 0 
as r -> +oo. Moreover, ||v||C2 ^ R. On the other hand, letting r —> + oo in (3A7) 
and taking into account (3.18), (3A9) we see that v(t, x, y) is a solution of (3.2), q.e.d. 
Theorem 3. (Asymptotic stability.) Assume (G (2 ,2) . 1,2). Let the functions 
vt(t, x, y) 6 C
2(E3
f), i = 1,2, ||tf,-||c- = I^ satisfy (3.2) with the initial conditions 
cpt e C
3, ^i e C2, 
(3.20) 14-5*. |W|2^> 
B > 0 a constant. Let E(R) be defined as in (3A3). Then there exist positive con-
stants K, a such that for 
(3.21) |e| < min (e0, aK"
1 , (2E(K))"1) 
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the inequality 
(3.22) |||». - i>2|||2>, ^ K . exp ( - ( a - |e| K) t) 
is valid. 
Proof. Performing similar estimates which led to Theorem 1 (cf. (3A2)) we have 
with respect to (3.20) 
(3.23) jjjv, - v2||!2}f S 2\s\ pHv ! - v2|||2jT. e~
x^ . PL(t - r) dr + 
+ 2{\\cpx - <p2\\3 . e~
x' . Rt(t) + | | ^ - tfr2||2 . e~
Xt. Pt(t)} g 
^\s\.K flUv! - ^|J!2,t.e~"(f~r ,<iT + K e ~ a f . 
Applying Gronwall's lemma we get (3.22). 
Theorem 4. (Existence and uniqueness of a T-periodic solution.) Assume a 4= 0, 
o\ + b2 + c > 0, 0 < T < +oo. Let h, f in (1.1
(2)) be T-periodic in t and let 
(G (3 ,2 ) . 1 — 3) be valid. Then for \s\ ^ s2 and for R > w||<5||3 (cf (3.16)) t/zc equation 
(1.1(2)) has exactly one T-periodic in t solution u(t, x, y) e C2, \\e~
blX-b2y . w||c2 ^ R-
Proof. Assume firstly a > 0. By Remark following Theorem 1, Eq. (1.1(2)) 
has exactly one solution u(t, x, y) e C3(F3
+), \\e~
blX~b2y. w | |c3 g K, u(0, x, y) = 
= W,(0, x, y) - 0. Put 
v(t,x,y) = e-blX-b2y.u(t,x,y). 
We have v e C3, \\v\\C3 — R and v solves (3.2) with zero initial conditions. 
For j = V 2, ... let us define 
(3.24) q>j(x, y) = v(jT, x, y) , 
(\\jj - acpj) (x, y) = vt(jT, x, y) , 
Vj(t, x, y) = v(t + jT, x, y) . 
We have 
(3.25) \\vj\\cigR. 
Besides, cpj, \\J} satisfy (G
(2) . 4), ||<P/||3 ^ B, ||*A/||2 ^ B. Because v/t, x, y) is a solution 
of (3.2) with the initial conditions (3.24) we get by Theorem 3 
[j11?j — ^|j|2,t -
> 0 a s l -+ +oo . 
In other words to every n ^ 0 there exists t^ ^ 0 in such a way that for t ^ i,. and 
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for j = 1, 2, . . . we have \\\vj - v\\\2it ^ r\. Choosing mT ^ t,r m an integer and 
t ^ 0 we have mT + t ^ t,r Therefore 
(3.26) !(jvy - _||i2imT + r S n. 
Choosing further integers p > q, pT, qT ^ t.. we get by (3.26) 
(3*27) U K - »«llkf = HK- , -
Therefore 
IK - »Jc - = SUP Itk 
which proves that {vy(t, x, y)}j_=i forms a Cauchy sequence in C
2. In this way the 
existence of a C2~limit function v(t, x, y) is established, ||v — v,||c2 -» 0 as j -> +co. 
From here and (3.25) it results further ||v||c2 ^ JR. By (3.27) and (3.23) applied with 
*V vg> (Pp> *rV *rV ^q instead of vu v2, cpx cp2, \ff1, \js2, respectively, we get also the 
Cauchy character of {<Pp}£_i, {iAp}p°=i respectively in C
3, C2.1. e., there exist cp e C3 
and cp e C2 such that \\c~p — cpp\\3 -> 0 as p -> + oo and \\\jj — \j/p\\2 -> 0 as p -> + oo. 
'Besides, l^lk ^ B, 1^12 = B- Further 
v(0, x, y) = lim vp(0, x, y) = lim v(PT, x, y) = lim c/>P(x, y) = cp(x, y) 
p-> + co p -* + 00 /? - • + oo 
and similarly vf(0, x, y) = (1// — acp) (x, y). On the other hand, v(t, x, y) is a solution 
of (3.2) with cp and i/> as initial conditions. This follows from the identity 
v - V2(v) (g, 5, cp, ft = (v - vP) + (V2(vP) (g, (5, cpp, il*p) - V2(v) (g, S, cp, ft) 
letting p -> + oo and using previous estimates. 
T-periodicity of v is guaranteed by the relation 
v(t + T, x, y) = lim vp(t + T, x, y) = lim vp+i(t, x, y) = v(t, x, y) . 
p-* + 00 p~* + 00 
U n i q u e n e s s : Would there exist another T-periodic solution of (3.2), say p(t, x, y), 
||p||c- __ ^ > t r i e n reasoning as in the case of Vj(t, x, y) we get that the initial conditions 
for pj(t, x, y) = p(t + jT, x, y), viz. p(0, x, y) = p(jT, x, y) = p/0, x, y) do converge 
towards cp(x, y) as j -> +00. We conclude that p(0, x, y) = v(0, x, y) and similarly 
pt(0, x, y) = v(0, x, y). 
On the other hand, by Theorem 3 
(3-28) |||j5 _ p|||2>r _> 0 
as t -> +00. Because the initial conditions of v and p coincide (3.28) cannot hold 
unless v and p are identical in the whole range of t. From v(t, x, y) = e~
biX~b2y. 
. u(t, x, y) we get a unique T-periodic in t solution u(t, x, y) e C2 of (1A(2)), 
| | ^ " b i X ~^ .u | | C 2 ^ P. 
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II. The case a < 0 is changed to the former one by defining f(t, x, y, u, e) for 
negative values of t via T-periodicity„ The substitution t = — T in (1A ( 2 )) then 
changes the urcoefficient sign and so the proof is reduced to part I. 
4. n = 3. Following the ideas developed in Sec. 3 we define: for s(t, X) e C2(Et) 





ß ^ í т . Ä - . r ) - - ^ ^ - 1 
. J 0 ( ш Г ) . Q ( s ) ( т , Z , r ) d r 
e a t . s(r). sin 9 d,9 dv 
s(r) = s(т, x + r . sin 9 . cos v, y + r . sin 9 . sin v, z + r . cos 9 ) ; 
(4.2) M3(s)(t,X) = H3(s) (т, t, X) dт 
W3(ijj) (t, X) = H3(s) (0, t, K) with •>(*) = s(0, X), 
<Z>» (t, K) = ( D ^ a + aW3) (cp) (t, K) . 
After that (2.16) may be rewritten in the form 
(4.3) v(t, X) = (e M3(a(t))) + M3(5) + $3(<p) + «P3(<fl) (t, X) = 
= V3(v)(g,5,<p,ij,)(t,X). 
Theorem 1'. Assume ( G ( 2 ' 3 ) . 1 - 3 ) and (G ( 2 > . 4). Let 
(4.4) R > K\\S\\2 + g\\(p\\3 + p\\ip\\2 
with suitable positive constants K, g, /(. Let 
(4.5) \e\ S min (e3, (R - K||<S||2 - e\\<p\\3 - /;|W|2)/K ^ ( R ) ) , 
where 0 < s3 < min (e0, (K E(R))
-1), E(R) and At(R) is defined as in Sec. 3. Then 
the problem (1A ( 3 )), (V2 ( 3 )) has exactly one solution u = u(t, X) e C2(E^)y 
-ЬiX-b2У~ЬзZ 
.ЩcгѓR-
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1, estimates of the integral operators 
are required in order to verify the (i) and (ii) assumptions of the Contraction mapping 
principle. 
l) The counterpart of the inequalities (3.3) is the inequality 
(4.6) 2"n!|J„(ojF).(coF)_M| ^ 
,Я«-т) 
Іf 
(Ú2 ^ 0 , 
ш1 < 0 , 
и = l , 2 , . . . . (Cf. [5].) 
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\\k,f 2) For the total derivatives D*s, fc = 1, 2, 3 we get |D*s| ^ 3* 
3) For e(D^s) (T, X, t - T) we have IQ(Z)*s) (T, X, f - T)| g 3* . e a r . ||s||fc|t, fc 
= 0, 1,2,3. 
4) Using the known relations (cf. [5]) 
Jn(wr).(a)ry
n ->(t.! .2")" 1 as F->0, 
J;(z) = n . J„(z) . z - 1 - J„ + 1(z) , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
we get 
and 
IDÍ J0(coF)| ^ B*(t - T) i f co
2 ^ 0 
\D\ J0(oJF)| ^ /**(* - T) . e
Q(t-T) if co2 < 0 , 
fc = 1, 2, 3, 4. Rk(r) are polynomials of the fc-th degree with non-negative coefficients. 
5) Denoting (fc = 1,2,3,4) 




\lk\ g S t + 3 ( . - - T ) . C ? " . | s | 2 # t i f (D
2 ^ 0 
and 
\lk\^Sk + 3(t-T).e^^"\\\s\\2it if «
2 < 0 . 
Sfc + 3(t — T) a r e polynomials of the (fc + 3)-rd degree with non-negative coefficients. 
With the aid of the above inequalities we easily deduce the estimates for the 
integral operators: 
a) \D° H3(s) (T, t, X)\ ^ ||Z)«s||0, t. e-«'-* . P3(t - T) ^ 
g | | s | 2 , t . e -
2 < ' - T ) . P 3 ( / - T ) , |a| £ 2 ; 
\D>Dt H3(s) (T, t, X)\ ^ | s | | 2 > t . e-«"* . P4(t - T) , |/,| £ 1 ; 
| Z ) 2 H 3 ( s ) ( T , f , X ) | g | | s | | 2 , t . e -
2 ( ' - ' ) . P 5 ( f - T ) ; 
| D ? / / 3 ( S ) ( T , f , X ) | ^ | | s | | 3 , t . e - ^ -
t » . P 6 ( ( - T ) . 
(Rk are polynomials of the fc-th degree, fc = 3, 4, 5, 6.) 
b) Using the inequalities stated in a) we get for M3 
|D«M 3 ( s ) ( f , * ) |^ r | | s | 2 , r . e -
2 ( ' - r ) . P 3 ( r - T ) d T ^ 
g | s | 2 . ( r 3 + e -
A ' e 3 ( 0 ) ^ H 2 - - - 0 . |*| = 2 . 
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Here 
K0 = sup(r3 + e-"Q3(t)); 
f g O 
r3 is a positive constant, Q3(f) a polynomial of the third degree. Further we have 
\D"DtM3(s)(t,X)\ =g | | s | 2 .X , , 
|D,2M3(s)(f,X)| S\\42.K2. 
Summarizing we have 
(4.7) ||M(s)||c2 ^ \\S\U-K 
with K = max (K0, Kx, K2). 
c) \W !P3(vV) (f, X)\ 2S ||«V||2 . « r " . F3(f) 2S ||uV|2 . fi0 , |«| g 2 ; 
J D - D , y3(vv) (f, x ) | ^ ||uv||2. e "
2 ' . P 4 ( 0 ^ Ik12 • AII , |/?| ^ i ; 
|D? ¥,(»>) (f, X)\ ^ \\^\2 . e-» . Pa(t) ^ \4>\2 • /'2 ; 
(4-8) \W3^)\c2^n.\ip\\2 
with ft = max(/i0, /.,,/i2). 
d) |D" *3(«») (., X)| 2s H | 3 • <T
A'. (P4(.) + a P3(t)) 2S H | 3 . (/.. + ap0) , 
H =2; 
1.0*/), *3fo) (f, X)| ^ H | 3 . e-" . (P5(t) + a PA(t)) ^ \\<p\\3 . (fi2 + an,), 
\P\ = i ; 
\D2 <P3((p)(t,X)\ 22 1^13 . e-» . (P6(t) + a P5(t)) S lh • \<p\i \ 
(4-9) 1*3(^)1.3 ^ C . H|3 
with Q = max (//, + a\i0, n2 + a\ix, fi3). 
Using in (4.3) the derived estimates a) to d) we get 
(4.10) \\V3(v)(g,d,<p,il/)\c2S |e|.K.|fl(D)|2 + K . \\d\2 + Q . \\<p\3 + 
+ n . ||i/rH2 ^ H • K . At(R) + K\\S\\2 + g\<p\\3 + fi\il/\\2 
and 
(4.11) ||V3(D,) (g, 8, q>, ifr) - V3(v2) (g, 8, q>, *V)|C, <, |e| . K . jgfa) - g(v2)\2 g 
^ |e| .K.E(R). | | D , - D 2 | C 2 . 
These inequalities with respect to (4.4) and (4.5) imply both (i) and (ii) conditions 
of the Contraction mapping principle. 
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In the same way it would be possible to derive analogous theorems 2', 3' and 4'. 
The author gratefully acknowledges Dr. O. Vejvoda for his encouragement 
and instruction and Dr. M. Kopackova-Sucha for several helpful discussions. 
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S o u h r n 
PERIODICKÁ ŘEŠENÍ SLABĚ NELINEÁRNÍ HYPERBOLICKÉ ROVNICE 
V E2 A K3 
VÁCLAV VÍTEK 
Pro n = 2 a 3 se dokazuje existence a jednoznačnost klasického periodického 
řešení rovnice 
[J„u + 2aut + 2(B, V„M) + cu = h(t, x) + sf(t, x, u, e) 
(x = (xl, x2, ..... xn)) z?i předpokladu periodičnosti pravé strany. 
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